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Abstract: The SOS application is specially designed to help the 
users in distress situations. The app has some special features 
that makes it different and give a stand out performance from 
the previous versions of SOS applications. The advantages in this 
app are that, the distress signals are more distinguished and 
various distresses are separated in different categories that make 
it easy to use. When a distress signal is selected the app will send 
signals to the nearest available distress response center, to the 
predefined contact, and an alert is send to the nearest available 
person who is using the same application. The alert to the nearest 
available person using this application is made in the form of a 
blip in the map of the application. The blip should be made in the 
different color which shows the user that the person in the blip is 
in emergency. The application is universally connected with other 
users using the same application. The app uses Cloud technology 
to store data and maintain the data. When we use this app in 
India, the Indian map has to be downloaded initially from the 
cloud database. For quick response and better results from the 
app the GPS should to be switched on and the app should be kept 
active always. The advanced SOS app would provide help in 
distress situations to its users. The app has a very easily usable 
graphical user interface that makes it easy to use for all the age 
group people. The app would need the help of many backend 
processes and a universal network between the distress control 
centers and other users of the same application. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Table 1: Number of road accidents and number of persons 
Involved: 2002 to 2011 

 

In India from 2002-2011 45% of the deaths in accident caused 
due to late medical attendance. This has been revealed by the 
World Health Organization (WHO) in its first ever Global 
Status Report on Road Safety. The report pointed to speeding, 
drunk driving and low use of helmets, seat belts, late medical 
attendance and child restraints in vehicles as the main 
contributing factors. Every hour, 40 people under the age of 
25 die in road accidents around the globe. According to the 
WHO, the second most important cause of death is late 
medical attendance to the people caught in accident. There is 
also another problem, for example a person from India has 
gone for a tour on U.S.A., and the person is caught in an 
accident but when the person wish tcall the ambulance he/she  
may not know the number to call in U.S.A. Hence this 
application would be of a handy use in such situations. 

2. THE EXISTING SOS APPLICATION: 

The current SOS application in use would give an emergency 
call in the form of an SMS and some older versions of SOS 
would not have an easy to use GUI which makes it difficult 
for some users to use it. Even in 2013 an application named 
One Touch SOS was released in android which can send 
emergency SMS only. Some of the screenshots of this 
application are given here 

   

And there are many more apps like SOS stay safe, SOS, 
S.O.S, Super SOS. All these applications differs in them small 
variations such as sending alert to two or more contacts and 
even to E-mail ID. But all the emergency alerts in these apps 
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are only emergency messages. There is no guarantee of the 
receiver seeing the message as soon it is sent. Hence it is an 
important drawback in all the previous versions of SOS 
applications.  Say for example a person had a vehicle 
breakdown in a lonely area without any help nearby, signal 
and he is using any one of the above mentioned applications. 
The emergency message sent would be as “I am in emergency. 
My location is so and so. Help me!!”  But they will know 
about the vehicle breakdown only when the rescue team 
reaches the place. Thus creating a lot of time waste. 

3. DRAWBACKS OF CURRENT SOS APPLICATIONS 

GPS positioning is not the most accurate but is in vicinity. 
Only the emergency message is sent to the helper, there is no 
conformity of receiver seeing the message. No details of the 
problem the user caught up with. There is an application 
named Totem SOS, which provides descriptive alert. But it 
does not contain more details and features. 

4. THE ADVANCED SOS APPLICATION 

Every smart phone should have one registered version of the 
application which is registered on the name of the user.  The 
details of the users should be mapped with the IMEI number 
of the device. One of the most important features of this 
application is that it does not send emergency messages 
instead sends predefined voice messages to the emergency 
response center, the predefined contact of the user and the 
nearest person using the same app. The alert is sent to nearest 
person initially because if we don’t have signal the alert is sent 
through signal available with that person. The person who is 
nearby using the app will receive alerts in the  

 

Here the black blip will indicate the location of the person in 
distress and the blue blips indicates the person available 
nearby using the same application. All the persons using the 
same app are all connected using the Cloud Technology in a 
universal server. When we buy the application from the store 
the application should be registered with our name any other 
emergency number and importantly the IMEI number of our 
device. Hence when we use this app using the IMEI number 
the emergency response center would find easily the details of 
the person in distress, thus making the rescue process simpler 
and easier. The app has simple and easily understandable GUI. 

5. WORKING OF THE SOS: 

The application does not request signal but needs active GPS 
to work. Once the application is opened the home screen 
appears like this 

 

When one touch alert is selected the app sends the emergency 
voice call to the response center, the predefined contact, the 
nearest available person using the app irrespective of the 
problem. This is the very common method used in all the SOS 
application. The voice call is nothing but similar to receive the 
message in the form of Audio/Voice Mail. When the 
description based alert button is selected the screen shows 
various slots. 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 

* 0 # 

 
In each slot the user can prefix the required type of distress 
alerts. Say for example..,  

• 0-Women problem 

• 1-Accident 

• 2-Robbery 

• 3-Public Nuisance 

• 4-Kidnapped 

• 5-Location Lost 

• 6-Vehicle Break Down  

And so on..,  

When a particular slot is selected the distress based alert 
would be sent. Say for example, when we predefine the slot 1 
for accident and that particular slot is selected during the 
distress. Then the voice message sent will be like “I am caught 
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in an accident!” with the location details from GPS to the 
distress response center, the predefined contact and the nearest 
person using the application. Hence the help dispatcher would 
send the ambulance with accident first aid services as soon as 
possible. The application does not require signals to send the 
alert to the distress response center. They send alerts through 
universal satellite connectivity. But to the predefined contact it 
may require signal, if there is no availability of signal the alert 
will be sent through the signal available at the distress 
response center or through the signal available from the 
nearest available person using the same application. The 
application can be kept in the front end of the phone hence it 
does not require clear pattern every time to open the 
application. Once we click the lock screen button the 
application can be made visible. 

6. OLD SOS VS. ADVANCED SOS: 

OLD SOS ADVANCED SOS 

Only Emergency messages Emergency calls 

Brief Alert Detailed Alert 

Only in Android Supported on all Platform 

Requires GPRS Data Requires only GPS 

 
The previous version of SOS especially the One Touch SOS in 
android is available free of cost for download but the app 
charges the cost of one call for every emergency message sent 
and message is also not sent to any universal response center. 
Since this application charges for every emergency message it 
surely requires signal. But the new application’s major 
achievement is its ability to use without signal. Initially the 
app will be sold in the app store for a price. During the 
purchase the app is registered with user name, IMEI number 
of the device and the money paid for purchase. Hence during 
every emergency call made using the app the amount is 
deducted from the charge paid during the purchase of the 
application. Once the entire amount is used the application 
should be updated by paying purchase price again. Since the 
cost for call through is deducted from the users’ database the 
application does not require signal. 

7. ADVANTAGES OF ADVANCED SOS 

Unlike many applications in smart phones this application 
does not drain charge. The application requires only the GPS 
to be switched on; hence it does not drain the charge of the 
phone. Since we can make detailed descriptive alerts the app 
gets the perfect help to the user and hugely time conservative. 
Since the app uses a universal network it does not require the 
network of the service provider. The user’s registration of the 
app with the IMEI number makes this application unique and 
it helps in identifying the user quickly. When someone make 
fake alerts more than three times then the registration to the 
particular person’s application will be cancelled. Hence the 

user has to pay again to register the application. This prevents 
the persons from misusing the application and playing with 
this application. The application is always reliable at every 
situations and locations. Since the application does not use 
data connection and requires only an active GPS, the app does 
not drown the battery. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Thus the advanced SOS application differs from the 
previously available SOS applications with variety of 
exclusive features and options. The advantage in this 
application is its quick response of perfect help, its working 
without internet connection with easily usable GUI, and its 
ability to use without data connection. The app can be further 
upgraded by implementing shock response, mobile theft alert, 
and automatic emergency alert. 
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